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IDSIA is a research institute on Artificial

Intelligence founded in 1988 in Lugano

Now about 80 people

IDSIA is affiliated to
USI and SUPSI since 2000

Thanks to italian philantropist

Angelo Dalle Molle (1908-2002)

Dipartimento tecnologie

innovative

«Die Fortschritte der Wissenschaft im

Allgemeinen und die der aufstrebenden

Informatik im Besonderen den Menschen nicht

unterwerfen, sondern ihm nützen sollten.»



©MarketingDistillery

- Machine Learning 

- Data mining

- Optimization

- Robotics

- Dynamical systems and control

15-20 running projects



65% of children

entering primary

school today will

ultimately end up 

working in 

completely new 

job types that do 

not exist today



What is Artificial Intelligence?

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

AI is a science that takes inspiration from humans in developing 

machines that are able to solve problems. Now machines can 

also learn



Robots, machines and systems that can interact 

with humans, adapt to new situations, help 

humans in performing tasks and help in making 

the correct decisions

… and what we really want?





LUGANO - Si chiama Shane Legg, ha 
conseguito il suo dottorato di ricerca 
presso l’Istituto Dalle Molle di studi 
sull’intelligenza artificiale ed è uno dei 
tre fondatori di DeepMind …

One of our Phd student is one of the 

three founders of Google DeepMind







What is Artifical Intelligence today?



Deep Neural Networks

Deep Machine Learning



Deep Machine Learning
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Traffic Sign Recognition



Detection of mitotic nuclei in breast 
cancer histology images



Classification of Steel Defects

(with Arcelor Mittal)



On line surface Inspection System for EDM 



data and experts knowledge in the 

same AI framework

Viola: VIrtual Operator with self-Learning Ability 

(VIOLA) for Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) 

drilling process optimisation

Adaptive Tuning and 

Online Optimization

Machine Learning + 

Optimization

georgfischer



Advanced artificial intelligence 

algorithms embedding expertise 

and knowledge on ammonia 

plants, lead to a unique service 

for automated continuous 

monitoring and decision support

Predictive maintenance, failure detection and 
distance process analytics

Industry 4.0

AI-CARES 



– UAV autonomously follows a forest trail

– Applications in search and rescue

A Deep Machine Learning approach  to Visual 

Perception based navigation in Forest Trails



Dataset size

Teaching by examples



The drone with an artificial brain



a new hybrid world is coming



We give voice to Google !!!!





GTC keynote on Tuesday April 5, 2016 Jensen H Huang, CEO of NVIDIA

The prize is the new NVIDIA DGX-1 Deep Learning Supercomputer 

valued at 130’000$



Swiss Special ICT Award 2016

One of the best international bio-inspired AI institutes and 

Swiss companies directly benefit from the work of its researchers



Concluding remarks and ….

→AI is not anymore academia

→AI is deeply changing industry and society

→AI is the new electricity

→People before machines



Lugano Lugano



Thank you for your attention
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